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We acknowledge the 
the people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where 
our centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to 
country. We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend 
that respect to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Statement of Philosophy

Context
Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as 
an additional document via the Comment option under the Tools tab
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community



Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will

provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Quality Improvement Plan for 



Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1:
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Priority NQS links Key steps Timeline Resources Responsibility

National Quality Framework priorities 
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal

Name

Date

Name

Date

Approved by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Approved by education director 


	Service approval number: 4686
	Service Context: Pasadena Kindergarten is set on spacious grounds in a natural park setting. Native birds and koalas are frequent visitors and it provides a cool shady environment in the summer with a large enclosed outdoor area for the winter months.Families using Pasadena Kindergarten come from a diverse range of cultural backgrounds providing a rich multi cultural experience for those children attending. The building is spacious, well lit and well maintained with a number of different learning areas available for use. Preschool Director : Sue KlarTeacher: Gayle Jury Early Childhood Worker: Susanne OldfieldPostal and Location address; 39 Cash Grove, Pasadena 5042Telephone number : 08 8277 4623Preschool e-mail address : DL.4686_leaders@schools.sa.edu.auPreschool website address: www.pasadenakgn.sa.edu.auChildren attend 15 hours of Kindergarten in the year before they go to school:Two long days 8.45am - 2.55pm and one half day 8.45 -11.30amCurriculum planning is based on the Early Years Learning Framework which embraces the view that “children's lives are characterised by Belonging, Being and Becoming: Belonging acknowledges children's interdependence with others. Being recognises the significance of the here and now in children's lives. Becoming reflects this process of rapid and significant change that occurs in the early years as young children learn and grow”. The Indicators of Preschool Literacy and Numeracy are woven into the curriculum planning and reporting.The staff team work in partnership with parents to provide for high quality learning and development opportunities for each child. The staff present an Individual Learning Plan for each child to their parents in an informal interview, maintain Individual Learning books describing children's learning and involvement and provide a Statement of Learning at the end of the child's year at Kindergarten. Parents are kept informed of learning goals and their outcomes in newsletters and reports to Governing Council. Parents are encouraged to talk with staff at any time about their child's progress.The National Quality Standards provides a framework to establish, assess and improve the quality of our Preschool Service.Our Kindergarten was assessed by the Education and Early Childhood Services Registration and Standards Board of SA in August 2013.   We were found to be Exceeding National Quality Standards. 
	PriorityRow1: To continue developing interesting, challenging play spaces outside that follow children's interests, expand their thinking and build their dynamic and collaborative play 
	NQS linksRow1: QA 1QA 3
	TimelineRow1: Each fortnightly planning meeting
	ResourcesRow1: Glenn Wagland - Spare Parts and Nature Play ManClaire Warden
	ResponsibilityRow1: All Educators
	TimelineRow2: 
	ResourcesRow2: 
	ResponsibilityRow2: 
	PriorityRow2: Renovating Children's bathroom and Adult toilet to ensure premises are safe, clean & well maintained.
	NQS linksRow2: QA 3
	TimelineRow3: 
	ResourcesRow3: 
	ResponsibilityRow3: 
	TimelineRow4: 2020/2021 Summer holidays
	ResourcesRow4: 
	ResponsibilityRow4: Sue Klar Director
	TimelineRow5: 
	ResourcesRow5: 
	ResponsibilityRow5: 
	NQS linksRow3: 
	TimelineRow6: 
	ResourcesRow6: 
	ResponsibilityRow6: 
	TimelineRow7: 
	ResourcesRow7: 
	ResponsibilityRow7: 
	TimelineRow8: 
	Upload School Logo Here: 
	Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice: Assessment for Learning practice is embedded. Educators work with parents to assess each child's development and interests and work from this to plan for the child. Educator's reflect on their observations and interactions with each child through the lense of the  Early Years Learning Framework and the Literacy and Numeracy Indicators to assess a child's learning and development platform. Parents address two questionnaires at the beginning and end of Term 1 and then meet with Educators in an interview to determine together an Individual Learning Plan. This plan is referred to throughout the year. At each fortnight's curriculum planning meeting Educator's discuss the progress of 8 focus children in detail with reference to their ILP. The planning for these 8 children forms the content and direction of the fortnight's plan. Parents are offered a second interview in Term 3. A system of assessing both individual children and the group of children is made using a "Traffic Light" Recording Tool in both Terms 1 and 3. Evidence and assessment of each child's stage of development in the 5 EYLF outcomes and the Literacy and Numeracy indicators is made: green- on track, yellow - observe carefully, red - intervention required and blue - unsure at this stage. This data gives a picture of the group of children's stage of development as well as that of the individual child and is used in planning curriculum for the whole group. This data has been used as the basis for deciding on directions for our Quality Improvement Plan. In 2020 this led us to focus on the Numeracy Indicator: I analyse,read and organise the data in my world and Literacy Indicator: I use language and engage in play to imagine and create roles, scripts and ideas. Parents are encouraged to be involved with their child's learning through looking at the weather forecast and work with their child to make decisions about their day; what to wear and what activities are suitable. Children made rain gauges at home and recorded daily rainfall. Children learnt by noticing, recording and making deductions about creatures and plants. The children recorded stories told in imaginative role play or factual happenings in books, story murals, oral retelling and picture charts. One great strength of our Kindergarten is it's multicultural nature with up to 18 different languages being spoken in the homes of our children. In 2018 we investigated through an inquiry process"How ESL children learn English and what are the high impact strategies we can use to support them more effectively" Strategies including giving these children more time to think and contribute by using very small groups, carefully selecting texts and using appropriate visuals, providing a language rich environment with lots of opportunities to build vocabulary and engage in conversations and asking open ended questions have become embedded in the practice of all the staff. Talking to parents in English and through interpreters gives the Educators a clearer picture of each child's capabilities and where their 'learning edge' is as well as helping understand children's difficulties and obstacles to their emotional confidence and well being. 
	Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety: Healthy eating is promoted and practiced everyday.Parents are informed at the New Parent Information Night and through written leaflets and newsletters of our Healthy Eating Policy.Children bring healthy food to eat: fruit or vegetables for morning snack and a nutritious lunch. Parents are given clear guidelines as to what food can be included.Birthdays are celebrated with a 'pretend' cake. Parents bring a plate of fruit to share rather than a cake. The fruit is always very well received as a treat by the children. Children are involved in sustainable food cultivation and practices: making compost with food scraps and recycling food wrappings, using the compost as fertilizer in the vegetable garden, growing vegetables and cooking with them, using rainwater to water plants and natural ingredients like garlic spray to control plant pests. Recipes of healthy food made at Kindergarten are made available to parents. Children's emotional wellbeing is a strong priority. Parents and Educators work together to support children with separation difficulties. Communication with parents is a strong priority and staff will ring parents if their child has been upset when separating at the beginning of the day. Educators often talk with children about identifying and expressing feelings and how to manage conflict. Restorative justice practices are a part of our Behaviour Management strategy. Parents are informed by the Educators if their child has been hurt or upset during the day. Records are kept for every child regarding accidents, incidents and toileting mishaps. Routines and a flow chart of each day using picture prompts are used with the children so they have a sense of security about the routine and flow of the day. These are also available to parents who often use them to help their child feel secure and comfortable about the day's plan. This is particularly helpful for children with little or no English. We support children with additional needs by working with outside Support Agencies like Autism SA, Novita, Kilparrin, and Private Speech Pathologists. 
	Quality Area 3: Physical Environment: he Kindergarten's Physical environment is fresh and appealing with improvements made every year.The Kindergarten is set in a naturally beautiful area with attractive native trees and surrounding park.The staff have worked with parents and the Governing Council to upgrade areas of the Kindergarten every year,Working Bees involving parents and children bring the Kindergarten community together not just to improve the  Learning Environment but also to give families a sense of pride, belonging and involvement in their child's Learning Place In 2019 a new Natural Play Area was created with many appealing aspects to inspire children to build and create, to climb and take calculated risks, to be involved in rich dramatic play.This adds another engaging area for play. A spacious sandpit, a play platform, appealing swing area, a mud kitchen and digging patch and an Imagination Garden have all been created with practical input and fundraising by the Governing Council and Kindergarten Community. We have a large Outdoor Environment and our planning has allowed for some large spaces as well as creating many smaller quieter appealing places for learning.In 2020 the Children's Bathroom and Adult Toilet were renovated. The Kindergarten is generously resourced with equipment, books and a comfortable, well organised and maintained inside learning area. Educators purchase and procure resources that are  needed and will enhance the learning that they plan for in the curriculum planning process. 
	Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements: We have a strong working relationship with the Bilingual Assistants who support the large number of children at our Kindergarten whose home language is not English.Each Bilingual Assistant has a "Buddy" who is a member of the Core Staff team. Together they talk about the progress of and plans for the children they are supporting. The 'Buddy' keeps the Bilingual Assistant informed about Curriculum goals and plans. The Buddy also reports back to all the staff on pertinent conversations, progress and relevant information which informs Curriculum planning for the children being supported. Bilingual Assistants liaise with parents thus creating a very important platform for understanding for all those involved in their child's education.  Staffing funding is used strategically to best meet the needs of the children and their families. Our Early Childhood Worker manages the Community Play Group run in our Kindergarten thus providing continuity and a strong link between Play Group and Kindergarten. A very competent  Bilingual Assistant is employed to help run an Early Entry group in Term 4 for children with little or no English to assist them with their transition to Kindergarten. Extra staff are employed in the first few terms of the year to assist with supporting the new children Staff Meetings are held from 3.30 to 5.00pm every Wednesday. Staff see this as part of their Professional Commitment to commit time to planning 'out of hours'.There is a strong "Consultative Process" when decisions regarding Improvement Plans, Curriculum Planning and planning events for our Kindergarten Community are made. All Staff are included in the decision making processes which means they"own" the decisions that are made and are committed to working with them. Time to share and support each other on a personal and collegiate level happens at regular staff dinners which are enjoyed by all the staff including Bilingual Assistants and Preschool Support Staff
	Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children: The Educators have strong skills and experience in working  with children who have little or no English. Over many years they have critically reflected on what is needed and works best in building a sense of belonging for these children. Giving children time to express what they can, using very simple language and learning a few key words in the child's language, using visuals including visual timetables and modelling routines and other expectations are just some of the strategies used. Involving these children in play with other children is a very effective vehicle for giving them a sense of belonging and accomplishment without having to use a lot of language. The Bilingual Assistants give the children an opportunity to relax in their new environment as they can talk freely and understand aspects of Kindergarten using their own language. They are also so valuable in building relationships between children and Educators and Educators and families. Parents, Bilingual Assistants and the core Educators seek to understand and learn about different cultural practices including celebrations like Diwali, Lunar New Year, and Eid. The children learn greetings,words  and songs in many languages. They cook food from a variety of cultures with help from parents, Bilingual Assistants and the very interested and motivated Core Educators. Many children with additional needs have benefited from early diagnosis and intervention by our experienced Educators and the Support Staff they have requested to assist with their professional expertise. Parents are aways closely consulted and work with the Educators for the best outcomes for their child.  A strong sense of Community is promoted through warm relationships between Staff and Families with an invitation to chat together at the beginning and end of the day. Community days with a focus on children sharing aspects of their Kindergarten experience with their families are very well attended. Harmony Day with a shared multi cultural lunch, the Obstacle-a-thon, Art Show (where families create art with their children) and a Celebration Night at the end of the year are great Community Times.Children who need help to settle and build resilience when things don't go as they hoped are very well supported by the experienced staff. Parents and Staff work together to make a plan to build resilience and emotional security. Providing reassurance to parents and keeping them informed is essential in this process. We have a practice of Restorative Justice as we manage 'out of bounds' behaviour. There is a strong emphasis in the curriculum on how to problem solve when conflict arises. Talking about and exploring feelings: what they tell us and how we can react and manage those feelings.
	Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities: There is a strong sense of Parents and Educators in Partnership: working together for their child's learning and development. Parents are invited to share their understanding and goals for their child throughout the year. Questionnaires about their child's interests and learning, interviews with Educators to make an Individual Learning Plan, reporting incidentally from staff at the beginning and end of the Kindergarten day, individual Learning Books and a Statement of Learning in Term 4 are just some of the ways that Educators work with Parents.Parents are further informed with the Curriculum and highlights of learning through photos and words posted  on the notice boards and in big books. Newsletters are posted as paper copies and by email. There is a strong emphasis on building the Kindergarten Community with Community Days held every term, working bees involving children, parents and grand parents and Child/Parent Nights where children show their parents what they are learning at Kindergarten. A Community Playgroup has been run in the Kindergarten for the last two years with up to 20 families meeting together on a Friday morning. The families reflect the many different cultures in the local neighbourhood. Our Early Childhood Worker runs the Playgroup thus offering a strong link between Playgroup and the Kindergarten Program and providing a smooth transition to Kindergarten for many children. Many of the Parents at our Kindergarten are International Post Graduate Students at Flinders University. Every 6 months the Director visits the University to talk to the newly arrived International Students in their Orientation Week about the possibility and great benefits of accessing 15 hours of Kindergarten in their local Kindergarten for their children in the year before they go to school. Parents are asked to give their feedback about their experience at Pasadena Kindergarten through a Survey every year. In this year's survey parents made the following comments:"Fantastic nurturing environment run by highly experienced staff." "They provide greater challenges for developed kids.""Pasadena Kindy isn't just a Preschool - it's a community where both the children and parents are valued due to the friendliness, dedication and enthusiasm of the staff." 
	Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership: For the Staff there is a Consultative Approach to all planning and reflection for curriculum, improvement and day to day decision making. A self review process is undertaken throughout the year with all the Core Educators involved. Pupil Free Days and Staff Meetings provide the time for staff to meet, reflect, assess and plan. The Quality Improvement Plan is decided upon after thoughtful reflection and assessment of  our practice, successes and areas that need improving by the staff team. They own the plan and there is a genuine team interest and purpose in the improvements being made. Discussing strategies for improvement as a team is essential in providing a sense of ownership, support and collegiate discussion, thinking and assessment.Professional  Development Reviews twice a year with the Director,  support each Educator's professional plan and involvement in the QIP. All Educators are encouraged to pursue their interests, build their skills and given assistance to access training and new knowledge.  Governing Council members come from a variety of cultures.  This means that a wide spectrum of  views and needs of the Kindergarten community are represented through the Parents Governing Body. Major developments such as the new Nature Play Space and Bathroom Upgrade are planned for over several years by the Governing Council. Last year the Council met with the Landscaper, discussed plans and possibilities including priorities and funding and made decisions about how it should progress. They organised the planting of the area along with a major Working Bee involving the kindergarten families. There was a definite sense of Kindergarten Community pride and achievement in the completed project and great satisfaction and delight in seeing the children play in this new space.
	PriorityRow3: 
	TimelineRow9: 
	ResourcesRow8: 
	ResourcesRow9: 
	ResponsibilityRow8: 
	ResponsibilityRow9: 
	KeyStepsRow1: Continue working on pedagogy that builds childrens play skills to be dynamic and collaborative
	KeyStepsRow2: 
	KeyStepsRow3: 
	KeyStepsRow4: All set to start . Site Responsibility after Facilities Management consultation. Ultimate Plumbing to complete
	KeyStepsRow5: 
	KeyStepsRow6: 
	KeyStepsrow7: 
	KeyStepsRow8: 
	KeyStepsRow9: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 1: Improve children's ability to connect and communicate using increasingly sophisticated language.
	Goal 1 Challenge of practice: If we as educators engage in high quality interactions with children, then children's ability to connect and communicate will improve.
	Goal 1 Action 1: Track and monitor children's communication beginning with baseline data in Term 1. 
	Goal 1 Action 2: Embed agreed practice of Educators through intentionally planning for children's learning needs.
	Goal 1 Action 3: Build Educator knowledge in planning for learning with a focus on developing increasingly sophisticated language: modelling, building vocabulary,extending and building children's existing language
	Goal 1 Action 4: Provide opportunities to inform families about our goal with practical information about how they can support their child to develop increasingly sophisticated language to connect and communicate.
	Goal 1 NQS links 1: QA 1.3
	Goal 1 NQS links 2: QA 1.1.1, 1.1.2,1.2.1QA 4.2.1QA 5.1.1
	Goal 1 NQS links 3: QA 1.1.2, 1.2.2, 1.3.1QA 5.1
	Goal 1 NQS links 4: QA 1.3.3QA 6.1.3
	Goal 1 Timeline 1: Term 1Term 3
	Goal 1 Timeline 2: Discuss, agree and plan how in fortnightly Staff Metings 
	Goal 1 Timeline 3: Start in Term 1
	Goal 1 Timeline 4: throughout the year
	Goal 1 Resources 1: Assess each child' ability to express ideas using 4 levels of competency being mindful of children for whom English is their Second language.
	Goal 1 Resources 2: 3Rs Active Learning EnvironmentEYLF/ Literacy IndicatorsQIP 2018 outcomes
	Goal 1 Resources 3: Literacy Indicators support materialWork with ECL to access PD that challenges and provides innovative and practical resources. Possible resource thinkers:Matt Glover and Claire Warden 
	Goal 1 Resources 4: EYLF and Literacy Indicator resourcesIntroduce Technology Talks - Parent/Child prepare together
	Goal 1 Responsibility 1: Director and TeacherBilingual Assistants
	Goal 1 Responsibility 2: All Educators
	Goal 1 Responsibility 3: Director with suggestions and involvement from Staff team
	Goal 1 Responsibility 4: Director with support of all Educators and Governing Council
	Goal 1 Success Criteria: Children can communicate non-verbally.Children can use simple sentences.Children can use complex sentences.Children can engage in sustained shared conversations.
	Goal 2 Action 2: Establish agreed practiceEmphasis on Noticing and using the word 'Data'
	Goal 2 Action 3: Build Educator knowledge in planning for learning with a focus on using data  through engagement in relevant professional learning linked to individual PDRs
	Goal 2 Action 4: Collaborate with Parents to  build their child's learning in using data by providing  opportunities and relevant resources 
	Goal 2 Timeline 2: Discuss, agree and plan how in fortnightly meetings
	Goal 2 Timeline 3: Term 1 or 2
	Goal 2 Timeline 4: Throughout year
	Goal 2 Resources 2: Numeracy Indicators/EYLF3Rs 
	Goal 2 Resources 3: Primary Maths Association training in data with Lisa Jane O'ConnorECL & ED mentoring
	Goal 2 Resources 4: AGM Guest Speaker - Nature Play and NoticingNewsletters, relevant articles and suggested activities to do at home  Example: Child with Parent checking the BOM site
	Goal 2 Responsibility 2: All Educators
	Goal 2 Responsibility 3: Director to organiseAll Educators to attend training
	Goal 2 Responsibility 4: Director with help of all Educators
	Learning improvement plan goal 2: Improve numeracy through a focus on data.
	Goal 2 Challenge of practice: If we intentionally notice and assess children's engagement with data and explicitly plan for next steps in learning then numeracy will improve.
	Goal 2 Action 1: Collect baseline data recording children's understanding of data
	Goal 2 NQS links 1: QA 1.1.2, QA 4
	Goal 2 Timeline 1: Term 1Term 3
	Goal 2 Resources 1: Assess and record each child's ability to make decisions using data with a sliding scale. Numeracy Indicators/EYLF
	Goal 2 Responsibility 1: Director and Teacher
	Goal 2 Success Criteria: Children can identify variations and sort and classify information.Children can use comparative language.Children can make decisions informed by deductions and inferences.
	Goal 3 Action 1: 
	Goal 3 Action 2: 
	Goal 3 Action 3: 
	Goal 3 Action 4: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 2: QA 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 1.3.2QA 4.2.1QA 5.1.1
	Goal 2 NQS links 3: QA 1.1.2, 1.3.1QA 7.2.3
	Goal 2 NQS links 4: QA 1.3.3QA 6.1.3
	Goal 3 NQS links 1: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 2: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 3: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 4: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 1: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 2: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 3: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 4: 
	Goal 3 Resources 1: 
	Goal 3 Resources 2: 
	Goal 3 Resources 3: 
	Goal 3 Resources 4: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 1: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 2: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 3: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 4: 
	Goal 3 Success Criteria: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 3: 
	Goal 3 Challenge of practice: 
	Director Name: Sue Klar
	Approval date: 01/12/2020
	Governing council name: 
	Governing council Date: 
	Education director name: 
	Education director date: 
	Service name: Pasadena Kindergarten
	acknowledgement: Kuarna
	Enter Year Here: 2021
	Statement of Philosophy: We believe that:· Every child is a unique individual· Every child brings with them a family and cultural heritage which we should value and embrace· The most powerful way that children learn is through play· Children need the freedom and encouragement to explore their interests and become self motivated learners· Children need the opportunity to develop life skills which will enable them to thrive in an ever changing world The children at Pasadena Kindergarten will be supported and encouraged to develop the following competencies and dispositions to enhance their learning and development. · Self Confidence· Emotional Resilience· Social Confidence, Independence, Resourcefulness and Self Direction· Self Motivation, Curiosity, Involvement· Persistence and Problem Solving· ResourcefulnessThe Educators will:· Provide a program that is inclusive and meets the diverse needs of all children· Work in partnership with parents as the child's educators· Assess and support the individual learning , development and level of well being of children through interaction, observation and record keeping· Plan experiences and activities that allow children to - build their knowledge and stretch their thinking skills and understandings- enhance their social, emotional and creative development- build their physical competencies- build their Literacy and Numeracy knowledge, understanding and ability to apply this learning · Provide an environment that is safe and welcoming for all
	QIP Site name: Pasadena Kindergarten


